
New Masters Academy 1

Assignment Intent:

This class focuses on teaching you how to draw the human body from imagination and memory from any angle or in any position. 

The hindsight bias is strong. We are experts at fooling ourselves into our real level of knowledge; this delusion works against our 

goals of improvement. This assignment will give you a realistic idea of where your knowledge is so that we can build on it during 

this class. It will help you focus on your weaker areas and get more out of your learning experience.

Materials: Option 1: Graphic pencil, pen, ink, watercolor paper. Option 2: Digital draw-

ing hardware and software.

Although you are welcome to share or 

turn this assignment in, it is not required. 

This is for your own private assessment.

Assignment

Draw: Template of an Adult Human Figure

Anatomy Master Class

PRE-CLASS SELF ASSESSMENT

In this assessment, to the best of your understanding, draw a “template” adult human 

figure (sex does not matter) from the following orthographic views: front, side, and rear. 

This can be done digitally or traditionally on a sheet paper, roughly 18 x 24 inches (A2).

Rules:

1. Do not have any reference visible while you work.

2. Do not refer to any references for 24 hours prior to this assignment.

3. Don’t check references and correct your work afterwards. Leave it as it is. 

4. Don’t give up. It can be a frustrating assignment but take your time and to complete 

it. We know more than we realize, but we tend to give up prematurely when that 

knowledge doesn’t come easily.

5. Spend a minimum of one (1) hour and a maximum of four (4) hours on the 

assignment. Don’t worry about rendering or drawing technique. You can work in 

outlines.

6. Don’t throw away your drawing, even if it is monstrous. Hold onto it at least until the 

class is complete.
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